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NEW QUESTION: 1

DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
A trusted user domain, often referred as a TUD, is a trust
between AD RMS clusters that instructs a licensing server to
accept rights account certificates (the certificates
identifying users) from another AD RMS server in a different
Active Directory forest. An AD RMS trust is not the same as an
Active Directory trust, but it is similar in that it refers to
the ability of
one environment to accept identities from another environment
as valid subjects. Illustration:
fc8d52c8-a2d8-4584-be1d-99e67989a944

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. floating route
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Traffic that is not analyzed by a Cascade Sensor such as
Unclassified, under Override Policy, applies to which of the
following conditions:
A. None of the above.
B. Apply to flows that are either Unclassified, or did not
match any known layer 7 signatures
C. Apply only to flows that are not seen by a Cascade Sensor or
other layer 7 signature-based device.
D. Unconditionally overwrite any existing layer 7 application
mapping.
Answer: C
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